The existence of multipole components in the dipole and quadrupole magnets is one of the factors limiting the beam stability in the RHIC operations. So, a realistic nonlinear model is crucial for understanding the beam behavior and to achieve the ultimate performance in RHIC. A procedure is developed to build a non-linear model using the available multipole component data obtained from measurements of RHIC magnets. We first discuss the measurements performed at different stages of manufacturing of the magnets in relation to their current state in RHIC. We then describe the procedure to implement these measurement data into tracking models, including the implementation of the multipole feed down effect due to the beam orbit offset from the magnet center. Finally, the field quality analysis in the RHIC interaction regions (IR) is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) consists of two rings, Blue and Yellow. The two beams, traveling in opposite directions in the two rings, are maneuvered to collide head on at the interaction regions (IRs). The field quality in the IR magnets influences the ultimate luminosity performance of RHIC. In order to study the performance of the machine, it is desirable to build a nonlinear model using the field quality measured in the individual magnets.
Unfortunately, not all of the IR magnets were measured in the superconducting state at full field. Furthermore, even where cold data are available, the geometric configuration of the leads during these measurements was not the same as the final as-installed magnet assemblies. This makes it difficult to estimate the field quality under normal operating conditions in these magnets.
In this paper, we describe the available measurements in these magnets, and the procedure followed to estimate the field quality under operating conditions by extrapolating from low field measurements at room temperature. We then describe the procedure to implement these data into tracking models, including the multipole feed down effect due to the beam orbit offset from the magnet center. Finally, the field quality analysis in the RHIC interaction regions (IR) is presented.
MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
The six interaction regions of RHIC consist of a total of 72 quadrupoles of 13 cm aperture, 24 dipoles of 100 mm aperture (D0, 3.6 m long) that initiate the beam cross over, and 12 dipoles of 180 mm aperture (DX, 3.7 m long) through which both beams pass. Three quadrupoles of lengths 1.44 m (Q1), 3.40 m (Q2) and 2.10 m (Q3) are located on either side of all six of the RHIC crossing points. The three quadrupoles are close together as a "triplet" and perform the final strong focusing for the experiments. More details about the design and performance of these magnets can be found in [1, 2] .
The field quality of all magnets in RHIC was measured at room temperature as part of the magnet quality control and acceptance. For the magnets in the arc, only about 20% were cold tested. It was planned to cold test 100% of the 108 insertion region magnets (plus spares) and to measure the field quality in the superconducting state. However, due to schedule constraints, only the magnets of Q1 and Q2 series could be fully measured cold. Of the remaining insertion region magnets, only 13 of the Q3 (including one spare), 10 of the D0, and 7 of the DX series magnets were measured cold.
ESTIMATING FIELD QUALITY
In order to create a realistic model of the IR, one needs to estimate the field quality under operating conditions for the magnets for which no cold data are available. Furthermore, the lead configurations had changed after the cold test when the magnets were finally prepared for installation. This affected a few harmonics in the lead region. Since the magnets were also measured at room temperature in their final states just before installation in RHIC, we have used these data to estimate the needed corrections to the cold data. The details for estimating field quality are given below for each magnet type.
Estimating Field Quality in the IR Quads
The cold data in the IR quads were obtained using a long rotating coil, which gave only the integral harmonics. For modeling, the magnets were divided into three regions -a "lead end" region, a central "body" region, and a "non-lead end" region. An estimate of contribution from different regions was obtained from the warm measurements in the final assemblies, which were carried out using a 0.91 m long measuring coil. It was assumed that the harmonics in the ends did not change with excitation. Although not perfect, this assumption is good for most harmonics. The contribution from the "body" was obtained by subtracting the contributions of the two ends from the measured integral values cold. In the case of the 13 Q3 magnets that were not measured cold, we needed to estimate the field quality from the warm measurements. Each of the IR quads was individually shimmed using magnetic tuning shims after initial warm measurements in order to achieve the best possible field quality. The integral harmonics at lower operating fields, where iron is not saturated, were estimated by applying the average warm to cold shift in harmonics measured in the 11 Q3 magnets. At higher fields, each IR quad saturates differently. This difference between magnets was accounted for by calculating the saturation behavior of each Q3 magnet using a POISSON model, and comparing the computed saturation with the measured values in magnets where cold data are available.
Estimating Field Quality in the IR dipoles
Estimation of cold field quality in the IR dipoles (D0 and DX) was relatively straightforward since the cold and the warm measurements were both made with a 0.91 m long rotating coil, and the body, ends and integral harmonics were separately available. The average warm to cold shifts obtained from the magnets that were measured cold were applied to the warm data to estimate the cold data in magnets that were not measured cold. In the case of D0 magnets, however, the magnet yoke cross section was changed during production after magnet serial number 6. This affected the saturation behavior of the normal sextupole, decapole and 14-pole terms. Thus, the D0 magnets were divided into two groups for these harmonics, with a different warm to cold shift for each group. For all the other allowed and unallowed terms, all magnets could be treated as a single group.
REALISTIC NON-LINEAR MODEL
Following the above procedures, all the normal and skew coefficients, b n and a n , of the multipolar expansion of the magnetic field were estimated up to the 22-pole (n = 10) for all IR quadrupole and dipole magnets that had no cold measurements. The measured and estimated data are stored separately in the RHIC optical database. The realistic non-linear RHIC model is built by including complete data of the multipole components of all IR magnets into tracking packages SixTrack [3] and UAL [4] . Generally, these tracking packages treat non-linear multipoles as thin lenses to ensure simplecticity. In view of the large variations of the beta functions within the RHIC interaction regions, the IR magnets are subdivided into 8 slices and the multipoles are placed in 7 thin lenses between the slices. In addition, two thin lenses are placed at the ends of each magnet to account for the multipoles from the end fields.
The reference orbits of beams in both the Blue and the Yellow ring are off centered in the DX magnets. Each order of multipole component thus contributes to all the other multipoles of lower orders due to the feed down effect. The general expression of the multipoles in the DX magnets, including the feed-down effect, can be derived using a binomial expansion as follows: 
FIELD QUALITY ANALYSIS
In order to study the field quality, the multipole components of IR magnets are analyzed using both measured and estimated data. The normal sextupole (b 2 ) in the dipoles and the normal 12-pole (b 5 ) in the quadrupole magnets were found to give the major contributions to the field errors. Fig. 1 absolute value of the sextupole. However, the values measured cold are well correlated to the values measured warm. The warm to cold shift in all the D0 dipoles is given in Fig. 2 , showing good consistency between magnets. The difference in saturation behavior of magnet serial numbers 1 to 6 due to change in yoke design is also clear. The uncertainty in predicting the sextupole term in magnets with no cold data is well below 1 unit.
Figs. 3 and 4 show similar plots of b 2 at a reference radius of 60 mm in the DX dipoles. These results are similar to those in the D0 dipoles. The mean values of the warm-cold offsets, depicted by solid lines in Figs. 2 and 4 , were used to estimate the cold data in the dipoles that were not measured cold. A similar procedure was used for estimating all the harmonics up to the 22-pole.
In the case of the Q3 quadrupoles, the warm-cold correlation in the allowed 12-pole (b 5 ) term is shown in Fig. 5 . Large deviations from mean is evident at higher currents in at least one magnet. The high field data can be explained by the saturation behavior computed for each magnet based on the custom tuning shims. A combination of measured warm-cold offsets and calculations based on custom shims was therefore used to estimate the field quality in the Q3 magnets.
CONCLUSION
A procedure was developed to estimate the field quality under operating conditions by extrapolating from low field measurements at room temperature. A realistic nonlinear RHIC model was built by including the complete set of multipole components in the body and ends of all IR magnets from either measured or estimated data. The simulation studies using this non-linear model have been performed and are also presented at this conference [5, 6] . 
